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One of the important problems of contemporary gasdynamics of multiphase systems [i] is 
to investigate the effect of velocity lag of particles, accelerated in supersonic streams, 
and to determine their aerodynamic drag coefficient CD, an accurate value of which is re- 
quired, in particular, to calculate the loss of specific momentum due to the high-speed non- 
equilibrium expansion process of a two-phase mixturein the nozzles of contemporary solid- 
rocket engines [2, 3]. However the significant divergence in the available experimental data 
on determining C D and on the dependence C D = f(Re, M), proposed by different authors (see, 
e.g., [I]), makes it difficult to calculate the drag coefficient, and also to use for this 
purpose the "standard" curve obtained for C D for a sphere in an incompressible liquid, and 
makes it desirable to conduct further experiments based on new, more sophisticated methods 
of diagnostics. 

This paper describes an investigation of some of the features of the phenomenon of ve- 
locity nonequilibrlum of a gas and particles, arising when a two-phase flow is accelerated 
in a supersonic nozzle, and also when there is transition through a normal density shock, 
and when the drag coefficient C D of fine particles is measured over a wide range of Reynolds 
and Mach numbers, using the laser-Doppler method of velocity measurement. 

I. It is known that the drag coefficient C D of a spherical particle moving in a flow of 
viscous liquid or gas can be determined from the equation of motion, which can be written in 
general in the form [i] 
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where p, p, v and ~ are the pressure, density, velocity, and viscosity of the gas; rr, Vr, and 
Pr are the radius, velocity, and material density of the particle; ZF m are the forces applied 
from the external potential field. A simple estimate shows that in the experiments described 
(when solid particles with dr >i0~ are moving in the nozzle) the maximum value of the force 
due to the pressure gradient in the nozzle is Fp = 4/,zr~(3p/~z), and the gravity force of 

2 2 
particles is significantly less than the aerodynamic drag force FD = I/a~DP~rr(V -- v r) (in 
this estimate C D is determined from the "standard" drag curve of [i], and (v -- v r) is deter- 
mined from Fig. i). The terms containing the combined mass and the Basset force can also be 
neglected, since the latter are appreciable only when the particle density is on the same or- 
der as the density of the particle medium being accelerated [I]. Then the equation of motion 
(I.i) is simplified appreciably: 

-~4 .~r~p~3 "-aT'a% = ~t Cx, p~r~l v --  v~ I z. (1.2) 

Hence, it can be seen that the characteristic relaxation time when the aerodynamic drag force 
acts on a particle is T D = 4Prdr/3CDP(V -- Vr), and it increases linearly with increase of 
density and particle size. From Eqs. (1.2), taking into account that the flow is steady 
(dvr/dt = Vr~Vr/~Z) , one can obtain an initial relation for the drag coefficient 
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It follows from Eq. (1.3) that to determine CD, and also the Reynolds number Re = p(v -- 
vr)dr/~ and the Mach number Ms = (v -- Vr)/a (a is the speed of sound in the gas), which de- 
termine the flow conditions, in addition to the values Pr, dr, Vr we must know the gas param- 
eters (p, v, u, T). Here it should be noted that the experimental data refer to the case 
where the dust particle concentration is quite small, i.e., to conditions where the distance 
between particles in the flow is a minimum of two orders greater than their dimension, i.e., 
7 ~10=dr (the "individual" particle regime); then the ratio of the particle mass flow rate 
to the gas flow rate e = Qr/Q will always be ~1%. Therefore, the effect of the particles on 
the gas parameters and their interaction between themselves under these conditions can be 
neglected, and one can use the gas parameters in the nozzle necessary to compute CD, M s and 
Re, obtained by computation for the "pure" flow. 

2. The tests were carried out on a facility with steady supersonic two-phase flow, 
generated by means of a two-dimensional conical nozzle. The dimensions of the throat section 
were: height, 2.6 mm; width, 20 mm; angle of opening, ii ~ The particles investigated were 
introduced into the gas stream at a distance L = 300 mm upstream of the throat by means of a 
special powder device, which produced a uniform supply of powder--air mixture for a period of 
10-40 sec. In the experiments a wide set of different particles was used, whose properties 
are given in Table I. 

The main mass (up to 90%) of all the bronze and lucite particles used had a near-spher- 
ical shape. For all the fractions the distribution of particle number with size dN(r r) = 
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TABLE 1 

No. Material 

Bronze 
n 

Lucite 
Aluminum 
Lycopodium 

Densit.y 
Or, g/ 

I c r n 3  

8,6 
8,6 
8,6 
1,2 
2,7 
0,5 

Dimension~ Avera~" 
rang~/K= [size day, 
~max~ I 
drnin 1 

3 25 
t,5 80' 
i ,7 190 
4 200 
8 15 
i 25 

f(rr)dr r was known, determined using a microscope. The value dav in Table i denotes the 
diameter, corresponding to fmax(dr); dma x and dmin are the maximum and minimum values of the 
particle diameters, determined at half-amplitude for the given distribution function ~(dr). 
An estimate of the average particle concentration in the gas stream was based on the known 
mass flow rates of the gas and the particles, and another estimate was made using a laser- 
visualization method in conditions where radiation scattered from individual particles could 
be recorded [4, 5]. 

The values of density p, temperature T, and viscosity ~ of the gas along the nozzle were 
calculated from a one-dimensional model of the steady-state isentropic flow from the given 
stagnation parameters (determined in the forechamber, po = 8 arm, To = 260~ and the nozzle 
profile. The velocity of the gas and the particles was determined by a laser-Doppler method 
[4, 6]. To measure the gas velocity in two-phase flow we used a signal scattered with smoke 
particles, introduced simultaneously along with the test particles into the flow by means of 
a special generator [7]. The validity of using this method was demonstrated by means of con- 
trol tests, as follows. First, a Pitot tube was used to measure the gas velocity in the 
dust-free flow v, (see Fig, i, 8, the data v~), and then only smoke particles were intro- 
duced into the flow and a laser-Doppler method was used to measure their velocity v2 (see 
Fig. i, 7, the data v2). A comparison of the results of these measurements with each other 
and also with the data for the velocity of the "clean,' gas calculated from one-dimensional 
relationships (see Fig. i, curve i) will tell us that the velocity of the smoke particles 
coincides with the velocity of the gas in the stream, to within the error of measurement of 
v by the laser-Dopplermethod,~1-2%. (Here one should note that the mass flow rate of the 
smoke particles Qr will always be e = Qr/Q ~1%.) 

The subsequent experiments showed that when the test particles are introduced into the 
flow in conditions where their mass flow rate also did not exceed 1%, the velocity of the 
smoke aerosols (and therefore, also the gas velocity) did not diminish in comparison with 
the pure flow, which is additional evidence that it is possible to neglect the influence of 
particles on the gas when the mass fraction of condensate s ~1%, and it confirms that it is 
valid to use the values of P, T, and~ for the gas, obtained by calculation, in computing CD, 
Re, and M s . 

3. The measurements of particle velocity by the laser-Doppler method were carried out 
on the nozzle axis at points distant z = 0, 5, i0, 15, 20, 25, 30 mm from the throat section. 
The results of these measurements are shown in Fig. i, where curve i refers to bronze parti- 
cles with day = 190 ~, Pr = 8.6 g/cm 3, 2 refers to bronze particles with dav =80u, Pr = 8.6 
g/cm 3, 3 refers to bronze particles with day = 25~, Pr = 8.6 g/cm 3, 4 refers to lucite par- 
ticles with dav =200u, Pr = 1.2 g/cm 3, 5 refers to aluminum particles with dav=15 ~, Pr = 
2.7 g/cm 3, and 6 refers to lycopodium particles with day = 25 ~,Pr = 0.5 g/cm a (the notation 
1-6 of Fig. 1 corresponds to the notation of Figs. 2-4 and Table I). Figure 2 (z = 15 mm) 
shows typical oscillograms illustrating the variation of the Doppler frequency shift A~ and 
the width of the spectrum of recorded scattered radiation 6v as a function of the parameters 
of the particles introduced into the stream: the average diameter dav and the material den- 
sitypr, and also the scattering of particles according to size dmax/dmi n. For two fractions 
of bronze particles (O r = 8.6 g/cmS), which had quite a narrow size spectrum (dav= 190 ~, 
dmax/dmi n = 1.7 and day = 80 ~, dmax/dmi n = 1.5), and also for the lycopodium particles (d r = 
24-26~, Pr = 0.5 g/cm~), the half-width of the recorded spectrum ~ = 69a, where ~v a is the 
instrumental half-width of the laser-Doppler system, and depends on the system geometry and 
the particle speed. The shape of the scattered radiation spectrum was symmetrical, as a rule, 
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and from the position of the maximum fmax(~D) we could determine the velocity corresponding 
to dav for the given particle fration. For particles whose size lay in a wider range (par- 
ticles of lucite dmax/dmi n = 4 and aluminum dmax/dmin = 8) the width of the radiation spec- 
trum was considerably increased and was several times larger than ~va" Thus, for example, 
for lucite particles the velocity scatter was Av = 140 m/see, and for aluminum particles it 
was AIAv = 230 m/see (the region from v~ = 280 m/see to v~ = Vgas = 510 m/see). In this 
case the velocity of the particles corresponding to the most probable size dav was determined 
from the maximum in the distribution function f(Vr) for the number of particles with velocity 
dN(v r) = ~(vr)dv r. The function ~(vr) was constructed from the corresponding laser-Doppler 
spectrum under conditions where the radiative pulses from individual particles were recorded 
[5]. It should be noted that the maximum deviation from the average values of velocity Vr, 
shown in Fig. i and obtained from the results of several tests (~i0), did not exceed 1-2%. 

On the basis of the results of measurements of particle and gas velocity (see Fig. i) 
at each point of measurement we calculated the quantities &v s = v -- v r and also M s = (v -- 
Vr)/a and Re = Pdr(v -- Vr)P. The nature of the variation in the velocity acquired by the 
particles along the nozzle can be followed in Fig. 3, which shows the relation &Vs = v -- v r = 
~(z) for the various particles. It is clear that the form of the function Av s = ~(z) must 
depend both on the nature of the variation of the gas velocity along the nozzle v = ~ (z), 
and also on the characteristic relaxation time for the particle rD = 4Prdr/3CDP(V-- Vr), 
which is determined by the properties of the accelerating particles dr, Pr, and the force of 
interaction between the gas and the particle, it can be seen from Fig; 3 that the largest 
particl e velocity lag &v s lies in the region z = 5 mm, located immediately downstream of the 
nozzle throat, where the gas acceleration (~v/~z) is a maximum, and the deficit Av s increases 
most rapidly (to ~i00 m/sec) for particles with day =190p and Pr = 8.6 g/cm 3, for which 
the relaxation time T D is a maximum (compared with the other particles). Figure 3 shows that 
&v s varies over wide limits from AVs = 130 m/see for lycopodium particles (day = 25 u Pr = 
0.5 g/em 3) to 430 m/see for bronze particles (day =190 ~, Pr = 8.6 g/cm~). 

The drag coefficient C D was calculated from Eq. (1.3). An estimate of the relative er- 
ror in determining CD, allowing for the measurement errors of v, Vr, SVr/~Z, and d r gives a 
value~10%. The Reynolds numbers in these tests fell in the range 4 " I0~-2.2 �9 104 , and the 
Mach number fell in the range 0.5-2.1; here the flow conditions varied from subsonic (for 
lycopodium particles with dav =25p, Pr = 0.5 g/cm 3) to supersonic (bronze and lucite parti- 
cles). Since Re and M s varied from one measurement point to another, it was expedient to or- 
ganize the data for C D in the form of a correlation C D = f(Ms) , since the influence of Re on 
C D in the range Re = 0.4 �9 103-2.2 �9 104 , as can be seen from the "standard" resistance curve 
[i], is small (C D varies smoothly in this region from 0.6 at Re = 0.4 �9 103 to ~0.5 at Re = 
2.2 �9 i0~). In addition, from the experimental data on flow over bodies in wind tunnels [8, 
9], it is known that the influence of Re on C D decreases with increase of M, and for M ~0.8 
the curves C D = ~(M) practically coincide for different Re [9]. 

Figure 4 shows the drag coefficients Cexp, obtained in this work, as a function of M s = 
(v -- Vr)/a ; the solid curves are labeled as follows: I is the drag coefficient of a sphereC Tas 
a function of the oncoming stream Mach number (M) taken from [8] and obtained from results 
of measurements in studies of the flow over a fixed sphere in wind tunnels and in free flight 
tests; and II is the relation [2] 
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Fig. 6 

CD ---- C ~ t -- 0.445M ~ 4.84M ~ -- 9.73M3 ~ 6.94M 4 , 

(1 + t.2 Mc~ (3.!) 

obtained by approximation to the experimental data of [i0], and referring to fine particles 
moving in a gas stream, accounting for the effects of compressibility, inertia, and rarefac- 
tion [ii] in the range M = 0.2-1.0 (the value C~ is determined for a given Re from the "stan- 

I! �9 I * �9 dard reslstance curve), t can be seen from Fig. 4 that the values of Cex plle in the range 
Cexp = 0.6-2.3, and with increase of Ms, in analogy with the dependence of I (see Fig. 4), 
there is an increase in the drag coefficient from Cex p = 0.6-1.1 at M s = 0.5-0.7 to Cex p = 
1.5-2.3 at M s = 1.7-2.2. A comparison of the absolute values of Cex p and CT, given by curve 
I, shows that Cex p ~ CT, and their relative divergence (~max = Cexp/CT = 2.3) and also the 
scatter of the experimentally determined values of Cex p for the various particles (at the 
same value of Ms) are apparently due to the considerable difference in the surface state and 
particle shape, referring to different fractions (particles of bronze, lycopodium, aluminum, 
and lucite). 

4. We now examine the results of experiments dealing with investigation of the phenom- 
enon of high-speed nonequilibrium of a gas and particles, appearing when a two-phase flow 
passes through a normal density shock. The passage of fine particles through a region with 
a large gas velocity gradient allows us an efficient method of investigating their inertial 
properties and makes shock waves a convenient object for the study of nonequilibrium pro- 
cesses in a mixture of gas and particles and, in particular, for choosing aerosols which will 
accurately follow the gas stream in different conditions of an aerodynamic experiment, which 
is important in the development of the laser-Doppler method of gas velocity measurement [12, 

13]. The main objectives of this paper are to investigate the nature of the velocity varia- 
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tion of different particles in the relaxation zone D to determine their aerodynamic drag in 
order to have further verification of the results stated above, to estimate the size of the 
smoke particles with the lowest inertia in the experimental data, and to analyze their possi- 
ble use to measure gas velocity by the laser-Doppler method. 

Figures 5 and 6 show the experimental results illustrating certain features of the pas- 
sage of a two-phase flow through a normal density shock, formed in the supersonic (expanding) 
part of a two-dimensional shaped nozzle in a nonequilibrium operating regime [14]. The di- 
mensions of tile throat were: height, h = 2.6 m m; width, I = 20 mm; and the Mach number 
ahead of the shock is 2.8. Figure 5 shows the data on velocity measurement for the various 
particles [i, gas (calculation); 2, smoke particles; 3, polystyrene particles, d r = 1-3 H, 
Pr = 1.02 g/cm3; 4, lycopodium particles dav= 25 ~, Pr = 0.5 g/cm3; 5, bronze particles day = 
50H, Or = 8.6 g/em3; 6, zone of density shock oscillations]. Figure 6a, b shows typical 
photographs obtained by the high-speed laser visualization method [5, 6] (a, polystyrene 
particles d r = 1-3u and bronze pmrticles day = 80H are simultaneously introduced into the 
stream, the length of the laser radiation pulse is =30 nsec; b, chalk particles d r = i-i0 ~, 
with the peak operating conditions of the laser). 

Figure 5 shows the values of gas velocity and also of temperature T and density D, ob- 
tained by computation on a one-dimensional model of steady isentropic flow with given stag- 
nation parameters (po = 8 arm, To = 260~ and the nozzle profile, and also accounting for 
the well-known relations [15] for a direct density shock (in the region located directly be- 
hind the shock wave). We note that the mass fraction of particles in the tests described 
did not exceed 1%. In this case, as previous tests have shown, we can neglect the influence 
of the particles on the gas parameters and assume that the latter do not vary from their 
values in the clean flow. (An increase in the velocity of smoke particles and therefore 
in the velocity of the gas as one goes away from the shock is associated with compression of 
the flow due to a reduction in the cross section toward the nozzle exit.) It can be clearly 
seen that the velocity of fine particles (polystyrene smoke) falls sharply behind the shock 
(see Fig. 5), which leads to a rapid increase in the concentration of these particles (see 
Fig. 6a, b), while the velocity of bronze particles (dav= 50~, Pr = 8.7 g/cm 3) and their 
concentration practically does not change (see Figs. 5, 6a). 

A simple estimate shows [16] that when particles pass through a shock wave, the influ- 
ence of the force due to pressure gradient in the shock wave front Fp = a/3~r~p/~z [i] can 
be neglected in comparison with the influence of the aerodynamic drag force F D on the parti- 
cles, since the flight time of the particle through the shock wave front t = ~/vr~lO-" sec, 
which is considerably less than the characteristic relaxation time r D = 4Drdr/3CDD(V -- v r) 
[i] due to the influence of F D. This indicates that particle stagnation occurs immediately 
behind the shock wave (in the relaxation zone) under the influence of FD, and allows one to 
write down an expression for the drag coefficient in the form C D = [4Prdrvr/3p(v -- Vr)2]~Vr / 
~z (1.3). To determine C D in the relaxation zone the most convenient of all the aerosols 
used in the experiment were the lycopodium particles (day = 25 ~, D r = 0.5 g/cm~), which had 
quite a narrow size spectrum Dd r =1-2~ and a smooth dependence ~Vr/~Z. For these particles 
we obtained a value C D = 0.9 for M s = 0.6 and Re = 10s~ which agrees satisfactorily with re- 
sults presented earlier on the measurement of C D for these particles under conditions of ac- 
celeration in a supersonic nozzle and also with the data of [17]. The accuracy in determin- 
ing C D is ~i0%. The difference between the experimentally determined drag coefficient 
is ~80% of the value C~, corresponding to the "standard" drag curve [I] (C~ = 0.5 for Re = 
i03), and may be due in part to the influence of M s = 0.6, and also to the particle roughness 
and shape, which differed substantially from a perfect spherical surface [17]. 

The investigation of the inertial properties of smoke particles has shown (see Fig. 5), 
that the velocity of the latter, to within the measurement accuracy of i-2%, agrees with the 
theoretically calculated gas velocity, both before and after the shock wave. This allows us 
to estimate the aerosol size from comparison with the theoretical curves v r = ~(z) obtained 
in [12] for a density shock (M = 3, po = 1 arm, To = 294~ Taking into account the effect 
of shock oscillation, due to fluctuations in the velocity of the oncoming stream and the 
limiting accuracy in measurement of the distance from the point probed to the shock (Dz = 
1 mm), we can conclude chat the aerosols tested have a size d r < 0.2-0.5 H, and because their 
inertia is low, we can apply them successfully to investigate gas streams using the laser- 
Doppler method. 
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It can be seen from Fig. 6 that when fine particles (particles of chalk or polystyrene, 
d r = 1-10~) pass through a density shock, they acquire a transverse velocity leading to a 
rapid transverse expansion of the region occupied by the particles (see Fig. 65). This ex- 
perimental fact, which is difficult to explain only by collisions of particles because their 
concentration is quite small ~ 1% by weight), requires further study. 
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